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1. BACKGROUND

On 25 September 2014, a small group of National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) managers, scientist,
and developers met in Socorro, NM to discuss at a high level the software tools that provide the functionality from

proposing to scheduling for the VLA, GBT, and VLBA.1 During this meeting we reviewed the process for the VLA,

GBT, and VLBA with detailed discussion of the various tools. The ALMA observing tool (OT) and the Phase I/Phase
II approach was explored along with the strategy used by other observatories (e.g., HST). Barry Clark proposed a way

to remove Sessions in the proposal submission tool (PST) to “a more primitive version of how to specify observing

time requests”.2 The main results of the meeting follow.

• Web-based Tools: There was no compelling reason to change from using web-based tools, unless it is decided to

adopt the ALMA tools which use a downloadable tool.

• Databases: We should refactor the databases.3.

• Phase I: We should implement a Phase I tool (à la ALMA) for the VLA, GBT, and VLBA. This would in-

clude a rationalized PST, source catalog tool (SCT), telescope specific resource catalog tool (RCT), and expo-
sure/sensitivity calculators.4

• PST without Sessions: We should adopt Barry Clark’s proposal to remove Sessions from the PST after developing
Use Cases.

• GOST: GOST should be replaced by the VLA RCT (VLA only).

• Metrics: Metrics should be supported via documentation and new database structures.

In Fall 2015, a series of informal discussions were held with small groups of stakeholders to flesh out some of the

details. After these discussions and feedback from the Users Committee, it was generally agreed that we should
replace or significantly modify the Telescope Time Allocation (TTA) tool suite. It was decided to proceed in a Phased

approach where first we would make improvements to the VLA Prioritizer and remove Sessions in the PST, and then

on a later timescale develop a new tool suite. The VLA Prioritizer has already been modified and released in semester
17A. We wrote software requirements to remove Sessions from the PST5, developed a prototype, and implemented a

test version in 2017. Feedback from internal testing, however, indicated that the Session-less PST was confusing since

there were some aspects (e.g., overhead) that still made the user think about Sessions but now the details were hidden.
It was therefore deemed not to be a step forward and was abandoned.

Since these initial discussions the Green Bank Observatory (GBO) and Long Baseline Observatory (LBO) have been

created to operate the GBT and VLBA, respectively. We continue to have a common TTA process that is run by the

NRAO and use the same scientific reviewers. The TTA process also include proposals to the global mm VLBI array
(GMVA).

1 See https://staff.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/OSO/ProposingToScheddulingBrainstorm2014.

2 See https://staff.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/OSO/ProposingToScheddulingBrainstorm2014/sessions BarryClark.txt.

3 See https://staff.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/OSO/ProposingToScheddulingBrainstorm2014/VLA-PHT-PBT-OPT.pdf

4 See https://staff.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/OSO/ProposingToScheddulingBrainstorm2014/IMG 0887.JPG.

5 See https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Software/TTAProjects/pstRequirements.pdf.



Figure 1. Project hierarchies for ALMA, VLA, GBT, and VLBA.

2. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The NRAO Director and the SSR Assistant Director decided that the software needs to support the VLA, VLBA

and GMVA. Support for the GBT is an option, but is not a core requirement. NRAO welcomes input from the GBO
on the level of interest in participating in NRAO’s development of the new tools versus the option of developing its

own tools. The look and feel of NRAO software should be similar across the different facilities if at all possible. The

new TTA software should therefore be as close to ALMA as is reasonable. That is, we should follow ALMA unless
there is a good reason not to do so. ALMA is currently studying the possibility of rewriting their proposal software

and is holding a proposal submission tools workshop in June 2018. This provides us an opportunity for collaboration.

Furthermore, a major NRAO initiative is to produce science ready data products (SRDPs) for ALMA and the VLA.

We therefore need to include any information necessary to generating SRDPs in the software requirements.
Here we focus on high level software requirements and do not discuss system design. Nevertheless, to work through

the various Use Cases it is useful to discuss how a project is processed from proposing to observing. Figure 1 compares

the project hierarchies of ALMA, VLA, GBT, and VLBA.6 In detail they are different, but at the lowest level they
are similar. Each telescope has sources, resources, and timing. The scheduling and observing are handled differently,

but this is not surprising since they are different instruments. We follow the ALMA project data model (APDM)

which, by design, is similar to that used at the VLA and consists of three main structures: proposing, reviewing, and
observing information (Bridger & Butler 2008). The top level structure is shown in Figure 2. In this document we

only provide requirements for proposing and reviewing.

6 Taken from https://staff.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/OSO/ProposingToScheddulingBrainstorm2014/VLA-PHT-PBT-OPT.pdf.
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Figure 2. A schematic of the top level structure of the ALMA project data model (APDM) taken from Bridger & Butler (2008).
The APDM describes how the information is organized for an observing project.
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Figure 3. The program structure for ALMA (left) and a simplified structure for discussion (right). Scheduling blocks (SBs) are
organized into observing unit sets (OUS) with a hierarchy of group and member OUSs for ALMA.

ALMA projects are divided into one or more science goals (see Figure 3). The observations are executed using

scheduling blocks (SB) which are continuous blocks of time that are scheduled on the telescope. ALMA/VLA scheduling

blocks correspond to observing sessions for the GBT and VLBA (see Figure 1). Scheduling blocks are organized into

observing unit sets (OUS). There is a hierarchy of OUSs that consist of group observing units sets (GOUS) and member
observing unit sets (MOUS). The intention is that data from different GOUSs will not be combined, whereas each

MOUS corresponds to a different array configurations (e.g., 12-m, TP array, etc.), and therefore data from different

MOUSs can be combined. For the discussion here we simplify this structure and consolidate the GOUS and MOUS
(see Figure 3, right panel). This structure will be used when describing each Use Case and, in particular, how the

observations will be processed to produce SRDPs.

2.1. Proposing Software Requirements

The proposing software should allow the user to create, edit, validate, and submit an observing proposal. Since

a major requirement is that NRAO software have the same look and feel across the observatory, the new software
should be similar to the ALMA OT phase I. ALMA is evaluating whether to rewrite the ALMA OT, but the general

philosophy is expected to be similar to the current tool. The NRAO should work closely with the ALMA software

developers. Observatories evolve and thus the software should be designed with the expectation that these requirements

will change over time.
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Figure 4. A screen shot of the ALMA OT cover sheet.

2.1.1. General Information

Figure 4 shows a screen shot of the ALMA OT proposing information section. The following general information is

required:

1. title: maximum length of 80 characters.

2. author list: one or more authors selected from the NRAO user account system that can be sorted. The PI

and contact person should be specified from the author list. The PI name, institute, and email should be listed

and associated with the proposal when submitted.

3. abstract: maximum length of 200 words.

4. proposal type: either Semester or Director’s Discretionary Time (DDT). Collaboration note: We should

include a table here that consists of the different proposals and how they are processed.

• Semester: can only be submitted twice a year (1 February and 1 August). These proposals have the

following attributes: Large, Triggered, AUI Joint, External Joint, and Sponsored. For Triggered proposals
the following triggering criteria should be specified: “Target type:”, “Origin of trigger:”, “Trigger event

description:”, “Semester(s) and number of events:”, and “Required response window, with units:”. For AUI

Joint proposals any combination of the following are allowed: “GBT”, “VLA”, “VLBA”. For External Joint
proposals any combination of the following are allowed: “HST” (orbits, 30 maximum), “Chandra” (ksec, 150

maximum), “Swift” (ksec, 300 maximum), and “XMM Newton” (ksec, 5-150). Sponsored proposals require

selection of on sponsor. For the GBT this includes “BTL”, “NANAGrav”, “NYUAD”, “RadioAstron”,
or “WVU”. For the VLA this includes “RJI”. For the VLBA this includes “SHAO”. Sponsored proposals

should not go through the review system.

• DDT: can be submitted at any time. These proposals consist of one of the following: “Exploratory Time”,

“Target of Opportunity”, or “EPO”.

5. science category: either Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), Energetic Transients and Pulsars (ETP), Extragalac-

tic Structure (EGS), High Redshift and Source Surveys (HIZ), Interstellar Medium (ISM), Normal Galaxies,

Groups, and Clusters (NGA), Solar System, Stars, Planetary Systems (SSP), or Star Formation (SFM).
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6. thesis project: indication that proposal is related to a student thesis. If so, the user is required to specify the

author and upload a thesis plan (PDF format only). More than one author may be included.

7. scientific justification: a mechanism to import the scientific justification (PDF format only). There should

be error checking to make sure the file conforms to a set of constraints. For Large proposals this is 10 pages

maximum; otherwise 4 pages maximum.

The author information should be extracted from an independent user account system that services the observatory.

There should be a mechanism to add authors to an observing project that were not included when the proposal was

submitted. It should be designed such that this information can easily be propagated downstream to the observing
software and the data archive.

2.1.2. Science Goals

A proposal should consist of one or more science goals. Each science goal specifies a set of sources and resources

that are sufficient to specify the science products, the information required to define one ore more SBs, and data

processing to produce them. Each science goal should have a name, a list of source or field positions, resources and

their configurations, calibration strategy, sensitivity calculations, and a technical justification. To generate SRDPs
we need to capture the flux density, spectral, and polarization accuracy of these products together with the spatial

resolution and largest angular scale.

Field setup

Figure 5 is a screen shot of the field setup for the ALMA OT. This section should primarily be independent of the

telescope. The user should be able to enter one or more fields either manually or by file import. For each field the

following parameters should exist:

1. name: character string with maximum length of 25 characters.

2. position: J2000 equatorial coordinates (RA, Dec) plus a range (∆RA, ∆Dec).

3. velocity: the convention (Radio, Optical, Relativistic, Redshift), the reference frame (LSRK, Barycentric,

Topocentric), and value (units of km/s; except for Redshift). The default should be Radio, LSRK, 0.0 km/s.

4. target type: single pointing or region.

The user should be able to search NED for sources and save field positions. A utility should exist that allows the
user to visualize a selected field. The user should be able to select a background image (e.g, SDSS, NVSS, etc.).

Collaboration note: Need to specify the background images and their source.

Spectral Setup

Figure 6 is a screen shot of the spectral setup for the ALMA OT. This section will be strongly dependent of the

telescope. Here the user specifies the resources to be used in the science goal. A resource consists of a receiver and

a back-end. The user should be able to select frequencies based on spectral lines listed in Splatalogue.7 Currently,
ALMA allows only 5 separate tunings per science goal. Here allow an indefinite number of resources per science goal.

All fields will be observed for each resource selected. A graphical display should visualize the frequency coverage and

tuning. Collaboration note: Add detailed requirements for each telescope.

Calibration Setup

Here the user specifies the calibration strategy. There should be two options: observatory-defined calibration or

user-defined calibration. By selecting the observatory-defined calibration option the user is allowing the observatory
to select the calibrator sources and the calibration strategy. If the user selects user-defined calibration there should be

a field that requires them to justify why SRDP calibration will not work.

Control and Performance

7 See https://www.cv.nrao.edu/php/splat/.
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Figure 5. A screen shot of the ALMA OT field setup.

Figure 6. A screen shot of the ALMA OT spectral setup.
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Figure 7. A screen shot of the ALMA OT control and performance section.

Figure 7 is a screen shot of the control and performance section for the ALMA OT. This section will be strongly

dependent on the telescope. Here the user specifies certain aspects of the observations, including the antenna config-
uration (e.g., HSA stations for the VLBA or array configuration for the VLA) and the sensitivity per pointing. The

software should calculate the integration time. Unlike ALMA, we will not guarantee a given sensitivity but allocate the

time calculated based on the sensitivity. Collaboration note: Add detailed requirements for each telescope.

The user should specify if the observations are “standard” or not. Non-standard observations allow the user to (1)
override the exposure calculation; and (2) indicate any scheduling or observing constraints that cannot be specified

above.

The user should specify if SRDPs should be generated for this science goal. For the VLA the default is yes.
Observatory-defined calibration and standard observations have to be selected for SRDPs to generated. We need to

allow the user to opt out of SRDP image production for cases where the PI wants to use SRDP calibration but manual

imaging. If SRDPs are selected then the user must specify the data products. Collaboration note: Need to decide

how best to characterize data products.

Technical Justification

Here any details that are necessary to assess the technical feasibility of the proposal should be included. Vari-
ous telescope-dependent cues should be specified. Collaboration note: Add detailed requirements for each

telescope.

2.1.3. Validation and Submission

There should be a validation stage where the software checks the proposal for any errors and provides the user with

feedback. Once a proposal validates the user should be able to submit it. Once a proposal is submitted the user should

not be able to make any changes. The user should be able to make changes on a backup version, however, and submit
a new version before the deadline.

2.1.4. Open Questions

Here we list some open questions:

1. Should the user interface be web-based? Currently ALMA uses a tool that is downloaded. Previous discussions

leaned toward using a web-based tool.
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2. Should we introduce the scan/sub-scan structure to the VLBA? Not directly relevant here but effects the down-

stream software.

3. Should we include keywords like ALMA? We might check if ALMA has found these keywords useful.

4. Should we include observing types as in the PST (e.g., continuum, astrometry, radar, etc.)? Have these been

used at all? Do we need these for SRDPs?

5. How to handle AUI joint proposals? For example, a proposal to use the VLA and VLBA. In the PST we required
multiple proposals to be submitted.

6. Should we have an option to include resubmitted proposals or related proposals?

7. Should we allow field positions to be specified in multiple coordinate systems?

8. Should we follow ALMA and require expected source properties (e.g., peak continuum flux density) in the field

setup?

9. Should we allow different sensitivities per field within a science goal? ALMA only allows one sensitivity per field

per science goal.

10. Should the user specify if SRDPs should be generated or should this be and observatory decision (e.g., for teh
archival user).

11. Any changes to how we specify the technical justification?

12. Should we allow multiple submissions up to the deadline as is done with ALMA? Currently the NRAO PST

allow the user to withdraw and resubmit. Feedback from users tend to favor the multiple submission model.

13. Detailed requirements for the “phase II” tools are not discussed here but should there be a requirement that

they appear to be a single tool (at least for the VLA)?

14. Should we have a mechanism that allows users to copy old proposals?

15. Should the user be able to access their old PST proposals, and if so in what format?

2.2. Reviewing Software Requirements

The reviewing software should enable the NRAO to manage the proposal review process and provide interfaces for
both internal and external users. We currently use a panel-based system to review proposals and allocate telescope

time (Schwab et al. 2015). There are 8 science review panels (SRPs): AGN, ETP, EGS, HIZ, ISM, NGA, SSP, and

SFM. Each SRP consist of 5 + r reviewers plus one chair, where r is the number of supplemental reviewers given by
r = 4n/30− (N +0.5). Here n is the number of proposals in a given SRP and N is the usual number of SRP members

(5). We therefore consider adding supplemental reviewers when n > 50.

Individual reviews are performed anonymously for each proposal that consist of text plus a score (between 0.1 and

9.9). These scores are normalized to have a mean of 5 and a standard deviation of 2. Each SRP has a teleconference
where they discuss the proposals in their panel. They produce a consensus review (text plus score). Once complete a

normalized linear-rank is generated by SRP for the telescope allocation committee (TAC), which is comprised of the

SRP chairs. The TAC assigns an observing priority taking into account the technical and science review, resources,
and any scheduling constraints. The TAC results are discussed at a Directors’ review where modifications may be

made. The results are then made public by: disposition letters, TAC report, and science program.

2.2.1. Individual Review

The individual review consists of a technical review and a science review. These reviews should be anonymous at

this stage. There should be an interface that allow NRAO administrators to assign the technical and science reviewers.

The assignment of technical reviewers should be as a function of semester, category, and telescope. The assignment of
science reviewers should be as a function of semester and category.

The user interface should allow the reviewer to login using their NRAO user account. Upon logging in for the first

time of a new review semester, the user is required to declare conflicts. There should be an interface that lists:
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• proposal id: defined as Telescope-Semester-Number (e.g., VLA-20A-005).

• title:

• authors: full list of author with the PI labeled. We may hide this information in the future.

• conflict: status of yes or no.

• conflict reason: text describing why the reviewer is conflicted.

The software should automatically mark the reviewer as conflicted if they are an author on the proposal with a

reason: “Reviewer is an author of the proposal.”. The reviewer should be allowed to self declare any additional
conflicts and supply a reason. Once complete there should be a way for the reviewer to accept these conflicts and

move to the next stage. After this stage the review process is different for technical and science reviews.

Technical Review

For technical reviewers there should be a summary view of all the proposals where the following is listed:

1. proposal id: defined as Telescope-Semester-Number (e.g., VLA-20A-005).

2. title:

3. pi: We may hide this information in the future.

4. review type: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, None, or Conflict.

5. status: Enter Review, Conflict, In Progress, or Complete.

The reviewer should be able to filter on telescope and joint proposals. The reviewer should be able to generate a

PDF of a single proposal, all proposals in a single PDF file, or all proposals in individual PDF files. The reviewer
should not be able to view or review any proposal for which they are conflicted.

The software should allow the user to enter a review for all proposals for which they are not conflicted. The review

consists of:

1. comments for the pi: these comments should be made available to the PI (but also visible to the SRP/TAC).

2. comments only for the tac: these comments should not be made available to the PI.

The following information from the proposal should be easily accessible: PI, title, technical justification. That is,

while entering a review the reviewer should not have to view the proposal PDF to find this information. There should

be a mechanism for the reviewer to complete the review; once completed a reviewer should not be able to modify the
review. The reviewer should be able to enter reviews either manually or by file import. There should be a way for the

reviewer to complete all reviews.

Science Review

There should be a summary view of all the proposals where the following is listed:

1. proposal id: defined as Telescope-Semester-Number (e.g., VLA-20A-005).

2. title:

3. pi: We may hide this information in the future.

4. review type: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, None, or Conflict.

5. panel conflicts: number of conflicts for the given proposal. Only listed for the SRP chair.

6. status: Enter Review, Conflict, In Progress, or Complete.
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The reviewer should be able to filter on telescope and joint proposals. The reviewer should be able to generate a

PDF of a single proposal, all proposals in a single PDF file, or all proposals in individual PDF files. The reviewer

should not be able to view or review any proposal for which they are conflicted.

The software should allow the user to enter a review for all proposals for which they are not conflicted. The review
consists of

1. comments for the srp: these are intended to be rough working notes for the SRP teleconference and to be

used to form the consensus comments.

2. individual score: a number between 0.1 and 9.9. The default score should be zero and therefore if a reviewer

does not input a score (e.g., conflicted) then the score should be zero. Reviews with zero scores should not be

used to derive the normalized score (see below).

The following information from the proposal should be easily accessible: PI, title, SRP. That is, while entering a
review the reviewer should not have to view the proposal PDF to find this information. There should be a mechanism

for the reviewer to complete the review; once completed a reviewer should not be able to modify the review. There

reviewer should be able to enter reviews either manually or by file import. There should be a way for the reviewer to
complete all reviews.

The SRP chair should also have an interface that summarizes the review status and allows them to assign reviewers

to specific proposals. There should be a matrix: reviewer by proposal ID. Each cell should contain information about

the review type and status. The review type should be indicated by text (primary, secondary, tertiary, none, conflict),
whereas the review status should be represented by color (none→white, saved→gray, complete→green, closed→blue,

conflict→red. The SRP chair should be able to export a csv-formatted file that lists:

1. proposal id: defined as Telescope-Semester-Number (e.g., VLA-20A-005).

2. title:

3. pi: We may hide this information in the future.

4. total time: the total proposed time in hours.

5. thesis: if a thesis proposal then “y”; otherwise blank.

6. joint: if an external joint proposal then “y”; otherwise blank.

7. multi-configuration: if proposing to use multiple configuration “y”; otherwise blank (VLA only).

8. review type: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, None, or Conflict for each SRP member.

The SRP chair should be able to assign reviews either manually or by file import (same format as export).

2.2.2. SRP Consensus Review

After the individual reviews are complete there should be a mechanism for the NRAO administrator to normalize

the score and move to the next phase, the SRP review. For each reviewer derive the mean (s̄) and standard deviation

(σs) of the (non-zero) raw scores (s). The normalized scores for each proposal are then: ŝ = a ∗ s + b, where a = 2/σs

and b = 5− a ∗ s̄. If the parent distribution is Gaussian, this will transform it so that it has a standard deviation of 2
with a mean of 5. Only the non-zero raw individual scores should be used to derive the normalized score.

Once the scores are normalized a new interface should be available for the SRP review. Here each SRP will discuss

the proposals in their panel during a teleconference and produce a consensus SRP review and SRP score. The interface
should list:

1. proposal id: defined as Telescope-Semester-Number (e.g., VLA-20A-005).

2. title:

3. pi: We may hide this information in the future.

4. proposal type: regular, triggered, or large.
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5. total time: the total proposed time in hours.

6. thesis: if a thesis proposal then “y”; otherwise blank.

7. joint: if an external joint proposal then list the telescope and time.

8. normalized score: includes the “mean” and “standard deviation” of the normalized scores for the given

proposal.

9. srp score: defaulted as the mean normalized score. Only the SRP chair should be able to modify this value.

10. srp consensus comments: includes the “PI and TAC comments” and “TAC only comments”. Any SRP

member should be able to edit this field unless they are conflicted.

11. status: Enter Review, Conflict, In Progress, or Complete.

The user should be able to filter on telescope, SRP, proposal type, semester, and joint. There should be a way for

the SRP chair to complete all SRP reviews. The SRP should be able to view the individual technical and science

reviews. For the science reviews this should include the SRP comments and the “normalized” scores. These should

both be anonymous; that is, do not list the reviewer name. The SRP member should be able to export the individual
technical and science reviews.

The SRP chair should be able to export a csv-formatted file that lists:

1. rank: the rank of the proposal (e.g., 1, 2, 3) in ascending order using the mean normalized score.

2. proposal id: defined as Telescope-Semester-Number (e.g., VLA-20A-005).

3. mean normalized score:

4. standard deviation of the normalized score:

5. title:

6. pi: We may hide this information in the future.

7. total time: the total proposed time in hours.

8. thesis: if a thesis proposal then “y”; otherwise blank.

9. joint: if an external joint proposal then “y”; otherwise blank.

10. multi-configuration: if proposing to use multiple configuration “y”; otherwise blank (VLA only).

11. review type: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, None, or Conflict for each SRP member.

This is similar to the file exported in the previous stage with the addition of the rank, mean normalized score, and

standard deviation of the normalized score. The file should be ordered by the mean normalized score (ascending).

2.2.3. TAC Meeting

Once the SRP consensus review is complete there should be a mechanism for NRAO administrators to generate the

normalized linear-rank score. First the proposals are ranked within each panel using the SRP score (R=1,2,3, etc.)

and then normalized by 10R/n, where n is the number of proposals within the SRP. The software should generate

preliminary priorities (A, B, C, N, N*, or H) for each proposal. Collaboration note: Specify the algorithm for

each telescope.

The software should generate PDFs that summarize all Large proposals, all Triggered proposals, and all proposals for

each telescope. The summarizes should list the following for each proposal: proposal ID, normalized linear-rank score,
SRP, proposal type, PI, CO-I’s, title, abstract, joint info, preliminary priorities, and SRP comments. The software

should also generate pressure plots for each telescope: histogram of the number of hours per LST. These should be

broken down by priority and frequency. Collaboration note: Specify the details for each telescope.

The TAC weights the scientific and technical merit of each proposal and assigns an updated priority and approved

time with any constraints, TAC comments to the PI, and TAC comments to NRAO. An NRAO administrator should

be able to input this information into the system.
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2.2.4. Directors’ Review

To prepare for the Directors’ review the software should generate the following csv-formatted files.

• For all proposals by telescope: proposal ID, PI, proposal type, title, requested time, approved time (by priority),
and normalized linear-rank score.

• For joint external joint proposals by telescope: proposal ID, external facility, PI, title, requested NRAO time,

requested external time, approved external time, priority, and normalized linear-rank score.

The software should produce the following statistics for each telescope by proposal count: the number of proposals

submitted, approved (priority A, B), filler (C), rejected (N, N*), and oversubscription (submitted/approved) by tele-

scope; and by proposal hours: the requested time, the available time, the approved time (priority A, B), filler time

(C), rejected time (N, N*), and the pressure (requested hours/available hours).
There should be a mechanism to generate and email disposition letters. The proposal finder tool (PFT) database

should be updated. Collaboration note: Specify the details.

The software should generate a csv-formatted file for the science program for each telescope that includes: PI,
proposal ID, title, approved hours, proposal type.

2.2.5. Open Questions

Here we list some open questions:

1. Do we require a user interface for TAC members or are reports sufficient?

2. How do we specify TAC constraints on the priority? For example, any restrictions on LST or frequency.

3. USE CASES

Here we specify use cases that should capture most types of observing projects. Collaboration note: Need to

specify more Use Cases and include the details from proposing to observing (and for the VLA SRDP

generation).

3.1. VLA

3.1.1. Survey of 100+ Sources (see VLA/15B-178)

Determine the metallicity structure in the Galaxy using HII regions. The goal is to observe the radio recombination
line and free-free continuum emission toward 120 Galactic HII regions. The exact sources are not known since this

will depend on the success of the selection strategy. That is, they will iterate on the source list based on the results

of each execution block.

3.1.2. Mosaic (see VLA/15B-013)

VLA mosaic of the end of the northern and southern Galactic bars. The goal is to mosaic the radio recombination
line and free-free continuum emission over a one square degree region at the end of the northern and southern bars.

There will be 634 pointing per mosaic.

3.1.3. Multi-frequency Project

Requires observations of 2 sources for 20 min at C-band, X-band, and Ka-band with the constraint that the C-band

and Ka-band observations have to be observed in the same scheduling block.

3.1.4. Sub-array Project

The VLA can be split into multiple sub-arrays using different resources and/or sources. In this example, we want
to observe one source for 5 hours using two sub-arrays using L-band and S-band.

3.1.5. Triggered Project (see VLA/18A-123)

Radio observation of rapid, luminous and blue stellar explosions. Optical surveys will trigger the radio observations.

The first epoch is scheduled in less than 1 week. Then four follow-up epochs to be observed approximately (within 1-2

weeks of) 20, 40, 80, and 160 days after discovery.
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3.1.6. Moving Source Project (see VLA/17A-387)

Measuring lunar heat flow. The issue is that the Moon moves so rapidly in the sky that it can be observed at nearly
any right ascension so the LST range cannot be calculated a priori.

3.2. VLBA

3.2.1. Astrometry Project

Measure the parallax of a water maser in a source to derive the distance. They require 6 tracks separated by about
30 days around specific times.

3.3. GMVA

3.4. GBT

3.4.1. Standard Spectral Line (see GBT/14B-431)

Detect radio recombination line emission from several normal galaxies. The goal is to use RRLs as an unobscured

tracer of star formation.

3.4.2. Pulsar Monitoring Project

Consider pulsar monitoring of two globular clusters with the GBT at S-band. Four hours of integration time is
required for each visit and each observing block needs to be separated by 3 months, give or take a month. They need

to be visited 4 times.

3.4.3. ARGUS Mapping (see GBT/16A-235)

The goal is to map a region 6′ × 4′ in HCN across the entire disk of a normal galaxy. The total time on source is

estimated to be 32 hr.

3.4.4. High Redshift CO (see GBT/16B-210)

The goal is to observe two high z sources in different CO lines. For one source we observe CO(1-0), CO(2-1), and

CO(3-2), whereas for the other we only observe in CO(1-0) and CO(3-2).

3.4.5. All Sky Survey (see GBT/14A-507)

Perform an all-sky 350 MHz pulsar survey.

3.4.6. Bistatic Radar (see GBT/15B-368)

The goal is to perform bistatic radio observation on a near-Earth asteroid.

3.4.7. Polarization Project (see GBT/13B-306)

The goal is to confirm the variable polarization-dependent HI absorption in quasars. They need two 8 hr long tracks
on two targets and then a calibration run on 3C286 across transit.

3.4.8. Comet Project

The goal is to observe OH in a specified comet as it approaches as part of a multi-wavelength effort. They request

5 observing sessions across any of 5 date ranges.
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